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THE EFFECTS OF 
D I R E C T I O N S . 

The whole Art of Directions is copiously handled by Regiomontanus, 

Maginus, Leovitius, Manginus, Zobolus, &c. but most exquisitely by 

Argolus, in his Primum Mobile, unto whom Posterity must acknowledge 

themselves exceedingly obliged: It is very true, that before Regiomontanus 

did frame Tables, Antiquity was much perplexed in directing a Significator 

which was not upon the cusps of the House, by reason they had no exact 

method for finding out the true circle of position of any Planet, when 

elongated from the cusps of a house: they did then direct either by the 

Tables of Houses fitted for the latitude where the Native was born, or by the 

Diurnall and Nocturnall Horary times, a laborious difficult and obscure way: 

yet the onely Method Ptolomey left, which is mentioned in Origanus, pag. 

391. and Argolus, pag. 283. of his Introduction to his Ephemerides, and 

Maginus, in Canon 55. of his Primuen Mobile; Pezelius, fol. 186. Garcaeus, 

449. Junctinus, pag. 391. lib. prim. At this day we use no method in 

Directions but Argolus, which is generally approved of in all parts of Europe 

as most rationall. 

Direction wherefore. The Art of Direction being onely to find out in what 

part of time the Significator shall meet with his Promittor; or in more plaine 

termes, When, and at what time, or in what yeer such or such an accident 

shall come to passe, viz. In what yeer Preferment; When Marriage; When 

Travell; When encrease of Estate, &c. The generall judgment upon any 

Nativity informes us, by the consideration of the twelve houses, what the 

generall fortune of the Native may be in the whole course of his life, but the 

Art of Direction measures out the time unto Yeers, Monthes, Weeks  
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and Dayes, informing us beforehand when we may expect in particular, what is generally 

promised us in the Root of the Nativity; and although many times it pleases God that we 

doe not hit the mark aright, as to poynt of time, When; yet verily I impute the errour not to 

the Art, but to the idlenesse or insufficiency of the Artist, who not rectifying the Nativity 

exactly before he framed his Directions, doth in his annuall judgment (Errare toto Caelo;) 

for indeed it is the most difficult learning of all Astrologie, to verifie the ascendant, as I 

have found by my frequent experience; for if we faile two or three degrees in the 

ascendant (as we may well do) through humane frailty, then, I say, the Accidents signified 

thereby must come so many yeers sooner or later, &c. and so when the degrees of mid-

heaven are not right. 

The effects of Directions. Who desire to be expert in Directions, let them repaire unto 

the Authors above mentioned, it being no part of my task at this time: I will now deliver the 

Effects of Directions, viz. What manner of Accidents the Native may expect, upon his good 

or evill Directions; and what every one of the Hylegiacall places signifie, and how made 

use of, what every Planet signifieth of himselfe, what by Accident.  

In the first place therefore, we must consider whether the Direction we would judge of, 

be good or evill; which is knowne easily by the good or evill aspects.  

 Secondly, a good Direction and a fortunate one, gives Prosperity and Fortune, such as 

the Significator of the Direction doth signifie and intimate of himselfe, shall come to passe 

in such or such things, or from such or such persons; which he signifies by Accident, viz. 

by reason of the house in which he is constituted, or of what house he is Lord of in the 

Root of the Nativity. 

 Thirdly, the cause of the Felicity is declared from the Promittor, according to the same 

manner as is mentioned of the Significator, be himselfe and by Accident; afterwards from 

the house of Heaven wherein the Direction doth meet, viz. in what house the degrees of 

the Promittor doth happen. 

Fourthly, an evill Direction portends adverse Fortune in such things which the 

Significator of himselfe and by Accident doth signifie.  
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Fiftly, the originall cause the Infelicity shall arise from the Men and Matters which the 

Promittors of that Direction doth signifie of himselfe and by Accident, consideration had to 

the house in which the occurse doth happen. 

What Place, what Planets directed, and for what.  We doe usually direct these 

Places and Planets, in number five, and they shall signifie either Matter or Person. 

First, the Horoscope, or ascendant, we direct in every Nativity, for that it signifieth the 

Life and Body of man, his Complexion, the Affections and Manners of his Body and Mind: 

If he come to benevolent Directions, he signifieth prosperity both of Body and Mind, the 

Native's Health, Cheerfulnesse, and all manner of earthly Contents: But if the ascendant 

have progresse to contrary Directions, viz. to the Termes or unfortunate aspects to the 

malevolent Planets, or accidentally unto the evill aspects of the Lords of the sixt, l2th, and 

eighth houses, then evill is to be expected.  

Secondly, we direct the ¡, in regard she signifies the Complexion of the Body, and its 

Intentions, and Natives Journeys, Peregrinations, his Matrimony, the state of his Wife, 

Women and neer Kinsfolkes. 

Thirdly, the Directions of the ¢ are made especially, concerning the Native's good and 

bad Health, his Honour or Preferment publick or private, the favour of great Persons, the 

state of his Father, and his Estimation. 

 Fourthly, medium-coeli we direct for Honour, Offices in the Common-wealth, the 

friendship of Nobility, Kings and Magistrates, for the Magistery, Trade or Profession of the 

Native, for his Mother. 

Fiftly, ° being directed to the good or evill aspects of the Fortunes or Infortunes 

shewes the encrease or diminution of Riches: And there are some will have, that its 

Directions doe signifie the affects of the Body; of which I have no beliefe; the same thing 

the Dispositor of the ° shall signifie: It may be directed according to succession of Signes, 

and contrary, but the best Practisers doe it onely according to succession. 

Its not usuall to direct but the former five. 
Sixtly, you may direct § to signifie your Ancestors, Inheritances, Buildings, 

Professions, the Fruits of the earth; so also. Fears, Jealousies, Mistrusts, &c. according as 

§ is well or ill affected.  
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Seventhly, we direct ¦ for Glory, Renowne, Riches, Children, Religion, Sobriety, &c.  

Eighthly, ¥ is directed for Animosity, Victory, War, Lawsuits, and he shewes the estate of 

Brethren. 

Ninthly, ¤ is directed for Matrimony, Love, Pleasure, rich Ornaments, Maids, Women, 

&c. 

Tenthly, we direst £ for the Wit, Understanding, Trade, Industry, Negotions, Journeys, 

our lesser Brethren, for Schollership, History, &c. 

The Planets do signifie these things properly of themselves in Directions, in what 

Nativity soever they be, or in what part of Heaven; but accidentally, they have signification 

according to the nature of the Houses they are in, and are Lords of: by considering 

whereof, you shall find the true intention of what is signified by the Direction.  

 
 

 

 
 

CHAPTER CLVII. 

How long the Effects of a Direction shall last. 

I oft am enforced to name the Root of the Nativity, it were more proper to say the 
Radix, for our English doth not well expresse the sense of the words. The 

vehemency & greatnes of the effects of every Direction is taken from the strength both of 

the Significator and Promittor, on their Debility in the Root if the Nativity: for when both of 

them are in their Essentiall Dignities, and in angles, the effects of their Direction shall be 

evident and manifest, and performe fully what was promised at: as if the ¢ were directed 

to the Æ of the ¡, both of them in their Essentiall Dignities, without doubt upon such a 

Direction, the Native would attain admirable Felicity when ever the Significator and 

Promittor did meet.  

If the one of them is powerfull, the other weak, the effects will be meane: and you must 

observe whether the Significator or Promittor be better dignified; if the Significator be more 

strong, the effects of the Happinesse shall be without any great or weighty cause to 

procure it: but if the Promittor be most fortified, the Felicity verily shall appeare, but not 

according to the magnitude of the cause from whence the Felicity had its original.  
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When both of them are weak in the Radix, the effects of the Direction will prove 

accordingly, and the occasion of the Happiness promised as poore; by how much both 

Significator and Promittor are more weak, by so much shall the Events be lesse 

answerable, and the Causes from whence they should proceede. 

If both of them be wholly weak and unfortunate, the effects of the Direction may come 

to nothing, and onely a shadow thereof appeare, but nothing effected. 

You must also observe, that if the Infortunes, being Promittors in any Directions, doe 

portend an Infelicity, or any sad Events, the evils will be more tolerable, and doe lesse 

mischiefe: if in the Radix they were strong, or posited in their owne houses, for they hurt 

not their owne houses or overthrow their own significations, and are wont then to doe 

lesse eveill when well affected, then otherwise. 

It sometimes happens, that in the same yeer of the Native, there are good and ill 

directions of divers significations, so that the Astrologer may seem doubtfull what to doe in 

that case; yet in my judgment there can be no ambiguity therein, for both the Directions 

may exercise their effects in the same yeer without mutuall disturbance of one another, 

unlesse there be a certaine agreement or conveniency of them; as of the ¡ and 

Horoscope, whereof both of them signifie the Health of Body; for let us admit that the 

ascendant in the same yeer comes to the Quadrature of ¥ in a fiery Signe, arguing 

thereby a violent Feaver unto the Native, &c. let us suppose the ¡ in the same yeer meets 

with the Æ or Ä of ¤ in a Watry Signe, the Quere is, What judgment shall be given herein? 

viz. Whether the Native shall be sick, or evade? In this case, the most assured way is, to 

consider with which of them the Profectionall Figure, or of the Revolution doth agree; for if 

they or either of them agree with the evill signification of ¥, the Native will be sick: but if 

the concurrence of the Proftection or Revolution be with ¤, the Native shall then either 

evade totally, or is little sensible of any malignancy of the Disease: if herein by this 

judgment, you cannot be satisfied, observe which of the Promittors in the Radix was best 

fortified, and assigne him the pre-eminence,  
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and say, the effects of these two Directions shall pertake of his influence. 

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLIX 
The Effects of the five HYLEGIACALL Places, viz. the 

Ascendant, Mid-heaven, Sun, Moon and 

Part of Fortune directed to their PROMITTORS. 

Ascendant to the body of §. The Direction of the Horoscope to the 

Body of §, doth produce unto the Native in that yeer an ill habit of Body, 

with Sicknesse proceeding from Coldnesse and Drinesse, or by superfluity 

of too much Flegme, most troublesome Cougs, Quartan Agues, double 

perturbations of the Mind, strange Chymeraes, horrible Imaginations, long 

and continued Sickenesses, lingring and pining away; in Maids of tender 

years, the Green-sicknesse, in Youths, a lingering Consumption, a Stupidity 

and Dullnesse all over the Body, danger by Water (when in watry Signes) 

and neer violent fised Starres. 

To the Æ or Ä of §. Directed to the Æ or Ä of §, imports the Native to be 

more Grave, Sober and Advised then formerly, to have much familiarity with 

men of good years, viz. Ancient grave men, and that his Commerce or 

Society with them shall be more for his Reputation then Profit, yet shall he 

thrive and attaine to Wealth by stable Commodities or Goods, viz. from 

Husbandry, or by Tillage of the Earth, or by Commodities Saturnine, the 

Native will be inclined to Buildings, to repair Houses, to plant Orchards, to 

let, or let Lands or Houses, or to take Houses, or to deale with Farmers, 

vulgar people, Clownes, Colliers, all sorts of Day-labourers; it argues 

encrease of Substance by Donation of some Legacy from an aged party, or 

by their meanses, and intimates the Native employed about Lands  
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or Inheritances, a Gentleman may now set or let Lands to his Tenants, or renew Leases 

with good advantage, or he may discover some Mine or Mines in his grounds (if there be 

any) it imports a man perfectly settled in Discretion and Resolution; in Children is shewes 

obedience to their parents.  

To the Å or Ã of §. This is a terrible Direction (if other malevolent Promittors consent, or 

when § is Anareta) and threatens death, or danger thereof; it beings along with it cold and 

dry Diseases, and such as are of long continuance, and induces the returne of some 

former Greise, as Splenetick passions with great paine and horrour, the Wind-chollick, a 

Rupture fretting in the the Guts, Gonorrhea, Flux, the Bloody-flux, all manner of Gouts both 

in the Hands, Joynts and Feet, Noli me tangere in the Nose, Fistulaes in the Arse, 

Tumours in the Legs or Feet, or Thighs, hurt in the Yard; the yeer will be a sorrowfull sad 

yeer, full of discontents, vexations with old people, all actions retarded, losse of Office, 

Fame and good name.  

To the Termes of §. The Native is then usually slow and dull in his actions, little mind to 

speak, dogged and reserved, full of Envy and Malice; hard to please, waspish, it 

represents the Native not caring which end goes forward: You must consider the Signe, for 

if he be in a fiery Signe, the termperature is more dry; in a watry, more moyst, and so 

inclining to Flegme: in ayery Signe, the Blood is ill; in an earthly,  

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLIX. 

The Ascendant directed to the Body of JUPITER, 
and his Aspects. 

To the Â of ¦. The ascendant when directed to the Body of ¦, argues an healthfull 

constitution of Body, and that the Native will be Cheerfull, affable, pleasant, religious, 

delighting to converse with good men, enriched in Fortune by the Gifts or Patronage of 

some eminent Persons, highly esteemed, or an augmentation of Credit; a successful yeer, 

wherein the Native produces all of his actions to a good end, and with great content; many 

times,  
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if yeers and other conveniences concurre, the Native doth Marry; or if a Church man, then 

he attaines a Degree in University, or a Benefice: Have regard what ¦ signifies in the 

Radix, for it may so happen, he may signifie (if in a watry Signe and Peregrine) the 

Measels or small Pocks; in an ayery Signe, the same thing; in a fiery Signe, a small 

Feaver; in an earthly, the Scurvy: but yet he ever produceth to the Native some good, 

according to the house he is Lord of, and his strength in the Radix; he gives Lands or 

Inheritance unexpected, a Sonne or Daughter, or many blessings of Fortune, by means of 

a Stranger, or one of no consanguinity: let the Native upon this Direction apply to Joviall 

Men. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¦. To the Æ or Ä of ¦, it produces and augmentation of Fortune, 

Patrimony, Friendship, Honour and Glory in all the actions of that yeer, tranquility of Mind, 

and an healthfull constitution of Body; the Native is in favour with princes or Nobles, 

Knights or Gentlemen, according to the capacity of his Birth; or with Church-men, he may 

be employed upon some honorable Embassage or Journey, wherein he may attaine both 

esteem and Money; the Native will be liberall and bountifull, &c. if a Trademan have this 

Direction, it imports he shall abundantly enrich himselfe, from one Office to another, and 

for the more rich or wealthier Place: If a Country man have it, it produceth great Benefit 

unto him by fertile and plentifull Crops of Corne: If a King, then his Subjects fill his Purse. 

 
To the Å or Ã of ¦. This Direction stirs up in the Body some unequall Distempers, 

according to the Signe wherein ¦ is.  

It brings along with it Hatred, Emnities, Deceptions, Controversies, especially with 

Lawyers, Church-Men and Gentlemen, who under pretext of Friendship, shall insinuate 

with the Native to betray him, so that he may suffer thereby; however, he shall not 

undergoe much losse in Estate.  

In moyst Signes, this Direction threatens the small Pocks or measles unto Youth; unto 

men of more years an intemperancy and wretchlesnesse in living, viz. carelesse of their 

Patrimony, subject to receive damage by Suretiship, having no care  
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how to live or support their Family; contention about Tithes or with spirituall persons, in 

danger for some strange Tenants in Religion: the house or houses whereof ¦ is Lord, or 

wherein he is posited, will shew the cause or originall of Troubles: if it be an Ã and in › or 

•, it usually threatens a Pleurisie or defect in the Liver, or the Blood distemptered; 

emission thereof is good. 

 
To the Termes of ¦. It produces a good constitution of Body and Mind, and shewes the 

Native to delight in good things and honest, to encrease his Stock and his Acquaintance 

with good men of rank and quality, that he lives confortably and in good esteem. 

 

Ascendant to the Â of ¥. The Horoscope directed to the Body of ¥, insinuates the 

Native in that yeer to be prone to Choller and Anger, impetuous, furious, involved in many 

Controversies and Law-suits, in Maritall quarrels, many misfortunes afflicting him from 

envious men, himself apt to wrangle or undertake Duels; it threatens danger in Travell by 

Theeves or Pyrates, hurts in that part of his Body which the Sign ¥ is in represents, by or 

from Horses, or Iron, Fire, Swords, Knives, &c. or Gun-shot, or by the casting of Stones; it 

imports Imprisonment, or else prejudice by or for such as are imprisoned or banished, or 

non solvant: It portends ths small Pocks, a most violent burning Feaver, danger of Death, if 

¥ be Anareta; Madnesse, Giddinesse, Blisters or Scabs all over the Face or Body, the 

Plague, when that Disease reignes; Bloody-flux, if he be in ” or ˜; gripings in the 

Intestines, danger by Stabbing, if in fiery Signes, or by Fire or Powder; in ayery Signes, by 

Fals, Words, or Blood too much heated.  

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¥. The Horoscope directed to the Æ or Ä of ¥, invites the Native to all 

manner of Martiall exercises, riding the great Horse, Fencing, exercise of all manner of 

Military affaires, in much respect with Souldiers, Preferment by Armes, acceptable to 

Princes, Colonels, Commanders of Armies, given to invent Warlike stratagems: If the 

Native be a Mechanicall man, he followes his Trade closely, makes good Work, tryes 

many Inventions, spends more than he gets for that yeer, is inclinable to be Cholerick, that 

Humour predominating and inciting to impatience. 
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To the Å of Ã of ¥. It points out an acute and sharp Feaver by reason of the boyling or 

over-heating the Blood, abundance of Choller, many Misfortunes and sudden Casualties, 

many times Death unexpectedly, unlesse the Fortunes mitigate the ill influence; hurt to the 

Body, Fals from high places, Wounds, burnings by Fire, infinite and vast experiences of his 

Money, it stirs up many Enemies, many Accusations, and raiseth many rash and giddy 

Informations against him; it’s good the Native, during the continuance of this Direction, 

avoid Conflicts, all Martial Engines and Instruments; ¥ in a fiery Signe, stirs up Heat and 

Inflamations in the Body, which may produce tertian and hot burning Feavers, 

Consumptions, or inflammation of the Lungs, Plurisies, Imposthumations, Swellings 

against nature, Saint Anthonies fire, Botches, Byles, Plague-sores. 

If ¥ be in an earthly Signe, he threatens most deadly chances, with deparvation and 

drinesse of the Humours, to kill or be killed. 

In ayery Signes, Heats and unnaturall Inflamations of Blood all over in the Body, 

breakings out in the Face, or parts of the Body. 

In watry Signe, a Discrasie, or generall Distrubance of all the active and passive 

Qualities, Bloody-flux or violent Loosenesse; in ˜, usually hurt by Women, and in peril of 

Drowning by Tempest or Shipwrack at Sea; by Land, casually passing over some small 

River. 

 

To the Termes of ¥. It inclines the Termperament of the Native to Choller, and incites to 

rash actions, and to have a hand in many idle and wicked matters, all tending to a generall 

distemper of the Body, subject to scandal, and not undeservedly: if ¥ be well dignified, he 

lessens the ill influence, yet it’s good the Native evacuate Choller.  

 
The ascendant to the Â of ¢. It discernes or foreshews unto the Native, some Dignity, 

Office or eminent Place, or an employment from Princes or men of Authority, and severall 

Doubtings in his Mind, or the publishing of all the secret affaires of his Life, for the ¢ 

discovers all things; it produceth a generall distermper in the Body, pain in  
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the Head, if no hurt to the right Eye especially, expence of Substance, discord with one of 

his Brethren or Sisters. In fiery Signes, a Feaver, or generall distember in the Eyes: In 

ayery Signes, the Eye-sight offended with cold unwholesome Blasts or Stinks: In earthly 

Signes, dull Eye-sight, and the Head stopped: In watry, to much Reume, or overmuch 

Moystnesse doth occasion it.  

 
To a Æ or Ä of ¢.  This argues a great Health of the Body, tranquility of Mind, encrease 

of Estate, new and eminent Friends of great account, augmentation of Reputation and 

Esteem in the World, many times honourable Journeys or employments in forraign parts, 

the Native is rendred happy in his generall Affaires, or meets with employment very 

profitable. 

 
To the Å or Ã of ¢. This Direction stirs up many distempers in the Body, it begets the 

discontent and frowne of a Prince, or Person in some Magistracy, or a Nobleman, &c. but 

this always according to the quality of the Native: It prenotes Death or Danger unto the 

Father, if the fortunate Planets do not afflict with their aspects; many Losses, Crosses 

Deceits, decay of Estate, sore Eyes, and other Cholerick Diseases shall afflict the Native: 

There is lesse appearance of these things in the Å aspect, then Imprisonment, damage by 

Sea-voyages, by his undertakings for great Men, and from thence great consumption of 

his Estate; it’s ever portended a bad yeer, full of Contention, and Suits in Law.  

 
The Ascendant to the Â of ¤ The Direction of the ascendant unto the Body of ¤, doth 

declare all manner of Content the Native can desire in Body or Mind; very acceptable to 

Women, unto whom he will make many addresses, either preferring new Suits to new 

Mistresses, or reviving his former addresses to old Mistresse: if age and the condition of 

his life permit, he will marry, or be very busie in such uxorious or feminine employments, 

much delighted in good Apparell and trimming himselfe, purchasing rich Jewels or 

Householdstuffe, &c. if he be a very Coridon, in this yeer he buyes Pots, Pewter, Brasse, 

Bedding, &c. and all to besmugge the Country Mayds; is also given to Dancing, &c. if the  
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Native were formally married, he is promised a Child this yeer; if ¤ be in ˜, ” or œ, where 

in the Radix you find a Proclivity to disorder, the Native then turnes Drunkard, 

Whoremaster, Spendthrift, fals into such Diseases as proceed from Surfets, or hath the 

French pox, or running of the Reines.  

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¤ A jolly pleasant time, full of Profit, and Content, the Native prone to 

Banquet, Feast, dally with Women, marries a vertuous Wife (if she is so signified in the 

Radix) or if formerly married, he may now expect a Child; however, of what condition 

soever the Native is, it imports good according to the quality of his Life; if a Tradesman or 

Country Farmer, he hath good successe in his Vocation, finds his Kinfolk very kind unto 

him, lives contentedly, and is well respected. 

 
To the Å or Ã of ¤ It signifies some infirmnesse in the Body, obtained by a Surfet, or 

too frequent use of venery; sometimes it notes the running of the Reines, &c. given unto 

his Pleasures, unto Fornication and Adultery, and so suspected and scandalized therefore, 

dissention betwixt him and his she-friends, perplexed and molested by Women, and their 

procurement; the Native fals into distempered passions by his folly in Love, courts this and 

the other Woman, he is slighted by the virtuous, the dishonest have no Bridle; he hath 

some quarrels by reason of Jealousie, or his Wife crowns him with Acteon’s Forehead, 

carelesse of any thing but to serve his Pleasure. 

 

To the Termes of ¤  The Native’s Complexion and Disposition inclined to cheerfulnesse, 

he is active, and much delighted in Womens companies, prone to Musick, Dancing, to all 

honest and pleasant Sports and Pastimes, happy in the affaires he undertakes, and in his 

Trade. 

 

The Horoscope to the Body of £ This Direction incites the Native to Study, to Poetry, 

the Mathematicks, to be very conversant in good Letters, and it promiseth Profit and Gaine 

thereby, so that he may encrease his Fortune from thence; he will obtaine some Office or 

Employment of very good account, he shall be fortunate in Merchandizing, and in his 

Trade or Profession, if a Mechanick, &c. it shewes some Journey, or an inclination 

thereunto; in Schollers, 
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it denotes a hard Student that yeer; if a Tradesman, that he followes his Profession 

cheerfully; it shewes an apt time to put Youth to be apprentices; it is unto men of riper 

years, a time being busie in Accompts, or in Law, or with Clerks and Atturneys. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of £ This sharpens the Understanding, and inclines the Native to be 

studious and prompt to good Literature; to such as are Students, it portends much 

enlargement of Knowledge, the reading and understanding of many curious Books, or 

Degrees in the University or Colledge; in all manner of Negotiations, Contracts and 

Bargains, this fortunates the Native; it imports some Journey to be undertaken, or an 

Embassage of Message; according to the quality of the Native, so frame your judgment: if 

the Native be a Servant, his Master more then ordinary employes in his Accompts; if a 

Farmer or plaine Country man, then he is busie in Assessements or Accounts of the 

Parish; if Servant to a King, his Master employes him upon severall Messages, &c. if he be 

Servant to a Nobleman, he gets much by his Pen or by Reckonings, or by Stewardship. 

 
To the Å or Ã of £ To the Å or Ã of £, vaine expenc of Money to learne some Science 

or other to no purpose, an aversnesse from former Studies, subject to the Itch or Scabs, to 

weak Lungs, difficult of Breathing, a reviving of some clandestine former Plots or 

Conspiracies, a restlesse and unquiet time, ever occupied to no purpose, fraud and deceit 

in Contracts, Words, Letters, the Native involved in Law-suits, by reason of Accompts, 

perplexed with ill Servants, cozened or cheated by them, sued or arrested for other mens 

Moneys, by reason of former Engagement; encumbered with scurvy titles of Land, or 

former Mortgages, crossed by wrangling Clerks, Atturneys, receiving hurt by false 

Witnesse, or lying Informations by Young men or Youths, by Libels, Verses, or writing 

some foolish Book. 

 
To the Termes of £ The ascendant coming to the Termes of £, informes the Native with 

a right judgment, shewes him witty, bent to Letters or Traffique, and inclines and aptitiude 

to study, accoding to the quality of Life God puts him into. 

 
Horoscope to the Body of ¡ If the ¡ in the Radix were afflicted and weak, this 

Direction imports  
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danger to the Body and mind; let the Native be wary, lest by some sudden casualty neer 

Waters or Moorish place he run into some hazard of his Life; this disturbs the Life of the 

Native with many, and those great accidents, according as the ¡ is in motion, and light in 

the Radix, it suddenly enriches the Native, as easily impoverisheth him; yet if the ¡ be 

fortunate, the Direction imports Prosperity and Health of Body, and renders the Native 

fortunate in managing his Affaires, whether by Contract, or in Journeying or Travels; it 

imports the Wind-chollick, and other Lunar Diseases, if in the Radix she hath ill 

signification; if she be well dignified, and the Native capable, it may portend Marriage, or a 

Journey beyond Seas; sometimes it shewes the death of the Mother, at other time good 

Preferment.  

To the Æ or Ä of ¡ Controversie and strife with his Mother or Wife, or Women, 

Jealousies raised and suggested, Discord with Country Clownes or very rude People, with 

very meane Women, disgrace and affronts from them; the Body afflicted by the abundance 

of vitious and corrupt Humours; danger by Water, grief or paine, especially in the Left Eye; 

a time where in the Native is restlesse and affronted by every one; no successe at Sea or 

by Land, rob’d at Land by Theeves, at Sea by Pyrats; in disgrace at Court, or with noble 

Ladyes, losse of Preferment, Office or Dignity; apt to Sicknesses, occasioned by Surfets 

and disorderly Dyet, a great Distemper in the Body by surplusage of crude Humours, the 

Stomack offended, and the Native inclinable to Gluttony, Luxury and wontonesse.  

To the Å or Ã of the ¡ Controversie and strife with his Mother or Wife, or Women. 

Jealousies raised and suggested. Discord with Country Clownes or very rude People, with 

very mean Women, disgrace and affronts from them; the Body afflicted by the abundance 

of vitious and crrupt Humours; danger by Water, grief or paine, especially in the Left Eye; a 

time wherein the Native is restlesse and affronted by every one; no successe at Sea or by 

Land, rob’d at Land by Thieves, at Sea by Pyrats; in disgrace at Court, or with noble 

Ladyes, losse of Preferment, Office or Dignity; apt to Sicknesses; occasioned by Surfets 

and disorderly Dyet, a great Distemper in the Body by surplusage of crude Humours, the 

Stomack offended, and th eNative inclinable to Gluttony, Luxury and wantonesse.  

To the « It points out a successful time, and quiet, the Body in good state and condition, 

respect from Church-men, many times  
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an Inheritance unexpectedly fals unto the Native; it adviseth the Native, in the Vocation 

God puts him into, to apply to Joviall and Venerian men for the advance of his Fortune or 

Estate.  

To the Á A crazy Body, little Health, a pestilential Feaver, tormented with Belly-ake, the 

Chollick, or a Rapture, the Gonorrea, in danger of Poyson, scandalized, and false things 

laid to his charge, overcharged with Debts, if in the second
 
house.  

To the ° When the ascendant is directed to °, the Native unexpectedly, or by his owne 

proper industry, obtaines or hath great encrease of the goods of Fortune, if ¦ at that time 

aspect the °, his Estate shall come by Joviall men; if the ¢, by the bounty of his Prince, or 

some great Person; if ¤ by Women or Marriage; if £, by assistance of Mercuriall men, or 

by his owne industry, judgment and discretion: However, upon the like Direction, there 

doth alwayes follow unto the Native an encrease of Fortune; the greatnesse whereof you 

shall find from the Dispositor of ° in the Radix, the house considered.  

Fixed Stars The ascendant is also directed unto the fixed Starres, and when it is so 

directed, hath signification either of Felicity or Adversity, according to the nature of the 

fixed Starre; but it then works most forcibly, when ever it happens, if at the same time the 

Significator comes to the body of a Promittor or Planet of the same influence with the fixed 

Star; of the nature whereof, you may read Gauricus tom.2. pag. 1327. and so forward; 

Junctinus in Speculo, pag. 255. as also in his large Commentary upon Ptolomey’s two last 

Books. 

  

The ascendant directed to the cusp of the second house. 
Purchase of rich Householdstuffe, and store Goods movable. 

 
To the cusp of the third house. 

The Narive visits Brethren, makes many Journeys for Pleasure.  

 
To the cusp of the fourth house. 

It imports death.  

The ascendant directed to the Speare-staffe of Bootes in 26.30 —, 
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or Arcturus in 18.33 —, or the Taile of the Lyon in 16.20 –, denotes unto the Native good 

Fortune, which he shall enjoy in this world with comfort and content, yet notwithstanding 

he shall be engaged in many troubles, discontents and feares, rather occasioned by his 

owne temerity, then any just occasion. 

 
To a bright Starre in the Bucker of the Ship, in 27.58 ”. 

It insinuates profitable and commendable Journeys, which the Native shall performe in 

company of Joviall and Saturine persons, wherein he shall carry himselfe discreetly and 

full of gravity, suffer much injury, patiently; all which will turne to the Native’s advantage 

and good. 

 
To the Girdle of Orion in 18.11 “. 

It produceth utility from the Dead, or a considerable portion by meanes of an 

Inheritance; gaine by Joviall persons; it imports the Native to be grave and severe, yet 

entangled in the snares of Love, with alteration of the Body by his excesse in Gluttony. 

 
To the Lyon heart, in 24.34 •. 

Wealth in aboundance, Honours in a large measure, Estimation amongst Princes and 

principall Persons; it designes the destruction of his Adversaries, yet he finds some sharp 

alteration in himselfe for a time; he shall suffer some opprobrious words; as also, an acute 

or cholerick Disease, if not carefully by Medicine prevented. 

 
To the lesser Dog-starre, in 20.35 ”. 

It imployes the Native in Martiall Affaires, and denotes anger unto him therefore, the 

Native will be subtill, witty and discreet, full of craft and cunning, a very dissembling Fox; 

the Native wastes his Substance by his Whoredomes, Lust and Wantonnesse, loseth his 

Estimation, &c. no profit in his Trade or Fortune in Bargaines or Marchandizing attends 

him, unhappy by Accounts, and unprosperous in his Studies, despoiled of his Goods by 

thievish Servants, and apt to acquire Goods by rapine and fury.  
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To Crater, or the bottome of the Pitcher, 18.31 –,  

or to the Virgins Pike in 18.34 —. 

It prenotes the Native to attine the chiefest Degree of Ecclesiasticall preferment, or a 

rich Benefice, with applause and great Estimation, and Sustance attending it, and all these 

for the admirable parts of his Ingenuity; all Matters or Affaires he hath to doe with Veneriall 

or Mercuriall men, succeed well. 

 

To the right Knee of the Lyon, in 18.18 of •. 
It confers great Benefits upon the Native, and they gainfull, by his familiarity with Joviall 

and Martiall acquaintance; it portends him a Governour of a City, Towne or Castle, or a 

famous Commander of Souldiers, having power of life and death in his hands, or he is 

made (if a Souldier) of the Counsell of War. 

 
To the Southernest of the three Starres 

in the neck of the Lyon in 18.38 •. 
It imports the Native to undergoe no small damage in Humour, peril in his life, and 

many discommodities in Estate; let him beware of being murthered by Souldiers, let him 

observe moderation in Dyet, and in all his actions, for he inclines to Violence and 

Intermperancy upon the approach of this Direction. 

 
To the bright Star of Hydra, in 22. •. 

The Native will be conversant about Possessions, Buildings, will be sensible of many 

labours, hazards, molestations and backslidings, about Inheritances, and shall suffer 

losse, and be greatly disgraced by Womens meanes, and his too great familiarity with 

them; too much prone to the flesh, and to haunt lewd Womens companies and Tavernes. 

 
To the Cratch in the Crab in 2. • 

and the Pleiades, in 24.20 ’. 
 These afflict the Native’s Body with red Choller, and Cholerick humours, with wounds 

in his Face, or hurt in the sight of his left Eye, restraint of Liberty, banishment, or an 

obscuring of himselfe for a time, wounds or hurts in his Armes. I have 
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observed, this Direction offends the Native’s Eyes with Cholerick Humours, or sharp 

Distillations, that the Native passionately affects Women, gets them with Childe, is prone 

to Whoredomes and unclean Lusts, and loseth his Reputation thereby; that he is suddenly 

engaged in quarrels, bound to answer his follies at the Sessions; usually if the capacity of 

the Man suffer it, and at the same time the ascendant or ¢ come to the Ã of the Lord of 

the tenth or ¥, the Natives dyes by the Sentence of the Judge. 

 
To the two Asses in 2. and 3. of •. 

This argues an acute Feaver, endangers the Sight of the left Eye, and torments both 

Eyes with sharp Reume; it portends hurts by Horses, Buls, Lyons, or fierce Beasts, as 

Beares, &c. subject to quarrel. I have observed it, the fore-runner of many malitious 

slanders, and yet preferment Martiall attending it; the slanders come from Peasants or 

vulgar women. 

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLX. 
Directions of the Mid-heaven to P R O M I T T O R S . 

The Mid-heaven Directions are performed, that thereby the Native may discover when 

and in what yeer he may expect preferment; whether publique or private, or if some Office 

or Command, or honourable imployment, or when he shall flourish in his Profession and 

have great trading, &c. when losses or crosses therein.  

[MC conjunct Saturn.]  
However, when the Mid-heaven is directed to the Body of § it stirs up the wrath and 

indignation of Princes, Magistrates, Officers, and great men against the Native; it subverts 

the Natives honour, his commands, the favours and Offices of trust he formerly had with 

and under the King or People; he performes his matters with remisnesse; he is stirred up 

to scurvie and ungodly actions; his Servants are sturdy; sometimes death happens by the 

sentence of a Judge; this is understood when a violent death was portended; if he be King 

or Prince, let him 
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beware his Subjects rise not against him; a Landlord or Nobleman must take heed of his 

Tenants, they will conspire against him.  

 
To the Æ or Ä of §. 

It argues Honour or Esteem by meanes of aged, Saturnine persons, and that the 

Native will be more sober, grave and advised then formerly, and have profit from men and 

things of the nature of §, and that he will deale and agitate in and about Lands, Houses, 

Orchards, Gardens, Woods, &c. accumulate Wealth thereby; the more confidently you 

may judge it, if § be in an earthly Signe, viz. in ’ or š, it portends command in th 

Common-wealth, viz. Magistracy, &c. even in Country parished it affords respect more 

then usuall with his Equals. 

 
To the Å or Ã of §. 

This Direction discovers many laborious, difficult and unfortunate Mischances unto the 

Native, deprives him of his former Honour, Office, Magistracy, Employment or Reputation, 

by meanes of Saturnine and vulgar persons, or of slye dissembling Courtiers by Country 

Clownes, Husbandmen, colliers, Day-labourers, &c. so unto People discredit, accusations, 

and treacherous Informations, damage by Thefts, &c. To a King or a Prince, it portends 

breach of Leagues with his Allies, Tumults in his Dominions, a discontented Commonalty, 

a half-hearted Privy-Counsell, wholly destructive. 

 
To the Terme of §. 

It provokes against the Native, Old men, and men of sordid Dispositions, and stirres 

them up with a desire to ruine the Native, it involves the Native with multiplicity of 

melancholy Thoughts, and he is much perplexed to maintaine his former Estimation. 

 
Medium-Coeli to the Body of  ¦. 

Directed to the Body of ¦, it intimates, a wholesome profitable and glorious yeer unto 

the Native, wherein he will be  
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preferred to Dignity and Honour, and by the favour, bounty, and patronage of some great 

Person, (many times a Clergyman or Lawyer) attaine an excesse ofworldly Honour, and 

Wealth attending it: This Direction I doe observe, gives every on Preferment according to 

capacity; to the Student, in Law or Divinity, it failes not to give either great Practice, or an 

Office or Benefice; to the Country-man, it makes him a Church-warden; to a King or Pince, 

it shewes renewing of Leagues, or accesse to a Kingdome, or calling a Parliament, or a 

generall Counsell, to advise for good of his Subjects. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of  ¦. 

It performes the same promised by the Â; if ¦ in the Radix be strong; it elevates him 

even from Dunghil to some good Preferment; and bestowes upon the Native unspeakable 

good, either Office, Dignity, Preferment, or what not; to Princes, accesse of 

Embassadours. 

 
To the Å or Ã of  ¦. 

This Direction doth signifie many Grievances, occasioned by the Law or by Sentences 

thereof, and their Judgments; the Native shall find Judges, lawyers, Gentlemen, 

Magistrates, and other persons of Quality, offensive and envious against him, 

endeavouring to deprive him of that Office of Estimation he enjoyes, but to no purpose, for 

they may not prevaile: many afflictions or discontent shall arise against him by meanses of 

the Clergy, or Spirituall men, so that he shall be enforced to spend some part of his Estate 

to defend himselfe, and may receive detriment in fortune by meanes of his Kindred; he 

shall be much envied by people pretending to Religion; if a Kind or Prince, he will 

displease his Nobility or Kingdome by abridging their priviledges, an dhe shall find the 

judges of the Land, and Lawyers offended; he will displace many, but it will turne to their 

honour and his shame. 

 
To the Termes of ¦. 

Prosperity and health of body, furthermore in all his Occasions by meanes of the 

Gentry and Clergy, and it imports the Native to thrive in his Office or Place, or in his 

Magistery.  
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Medium Coeli to the Â of ¥. 
This Direction suddenly plunders the Native into the greatest mischances both of Life 

and Fortunes that may be: mischiefes arising, the Native not knowing from whom. It stirs 

up the wrath of powerfull men, especially Martialists against him; it threatens banishment, 

imprisonment, hatred, miserable and fearfull consumption of Patrimony by fire, theft, &c. In 

a Kings or Princes Nativity, it inclines them to war, to wrong their Subjects, to carry 

themselves proudly and insolently towards them; to murther or to be the occasion of the 

effusion of much blood. To Souldiers it gives Millitary command; where a violent death is 

designed form the hands of the magistrate, it portends the time and quality of Death. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of  ¥. 

It denounces unto the Native many evils, robberies, contentions, quarrels, restraint of 

Liberty, many harmes, which shall as well proceed from himselfe as from others; many 

times publique Death is threatn’ed, or publique accusations; in some, it notes accusations 

against them for Coyning or counterfeting Monies: it notes losse of Offices, Commands, 

&c. in Kings or Princes, it notes danger of Deposing, losse of their Armies, tumults by their 

Souldiers, Mutinies, uproares, people discontented with Souldiers; in a time of Peace, it 

shewes the oppression of Kings, and Subjects vexed.  

 
To the Å or Ã of ¥. 

It denounces unto the Native many evils, robberies, contentions, quarrels, restraint of 

liberty, many harmes, which as well proceed from himselfe as from others; many times 

publique Death is threatned, or publique accusations; in some , it notes accusations 

against them for Coyning or counterseting Princes, it notes danger or Deposing, losse of 

their Armies, tumults by their soldiers, Mutinies, uproars, people discontented with 

Souldiers; in a time of Peace, it shewes the oppression of Kings, and Subjects vexed. 

 

To the Termes of ¥. 
It provokes and stirs up the anger of Martiall men against him, and many times shewes 

sorrow and mischiefe unto the Mother,  
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and to some of the Natives little Children; for the most part, rash and unadvised actions 

follow this Direction; sometimes a Trades-mans credit is called in question. 

 
Medium Coeli to the Â of the ¢. 

The Direction of the Mid-heaven to the body of the ¢, prefers the Native to dignity and 

honour, makes him familiar, knowne, and well accepted to Kings, Nobles, Persons of 

honour, men of principall command and trust in the Commonwealth; whose affaires he 

shall performe and agitate with great fidelity and wisdome, whereby he shall be more 

puliquely taken notice of, and whose faour and thankes for his paines. In a Regall Nativity, 

it imports acxcesse to the Kingdome. If the Parents by living, this direction is prosperous 

unto them; it spreads the Natives fame and estimation, and even in vulgar Nativities it 

addes to the present esteeme of the Native; it elevates the Native his conceptions, makes 

him grow proud and prodigall, and sometimes kills the Mother, or shewes her death. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¢. 

It promises publique Offices and honours, gifts and friendship bestowed upon him by 

some King, Prince, Nobleman, or eminent Person, whereby he shall lay the foundation of 

arising to great preferment, and so shall order himselfe and affaires, that he will become 

magnanimous, bountifull, thinking of no meane matters, but shall governe the Common-

wealth, or part of it with praise and much reputation, no man envying his greatnesse. In a 

Kings Nativity, it shewes him inclinable to his love his People, to doe justice, to make 

progresse into many parts of his Kingdome, the great good will and liking the People have 

of him, and the honour he hath from them. 

 
To the Å or Ã of the ¢. 

It renders the Native obvious to many discommodities; makes him odious to great 

Men; to loose his Office, honour or preferments upon a sudden, changes and perverts all 

his former good fortunes; a Trades-man, cracks his credit, or turnes Bankrupt, &c. so as 

now he runs in danger of being imprisoned, banished, and many times, (if the Nativity 

threaten) it is  
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Sentenced to death by the judgment of his Prince, or some of his Officers. Where the 

Parents are living, they partake of the infelicity in one kinde or other; either in the losse of 

their Estate by fire, or other mundane casualties. In a Kings Nativity he blemishes his 

honour by pride, and neglecting his People; he scornes his Nobility and Gentry, for which 

he never recovers their love, but at last smarts for it. 

 
Mid-heaven to the Body of ¤. 

This Direction promiseth a cheerfulnesse of Mind, much joy and gladnesse, and 

inclines the Native to Mirth, Jollity, Banqueting, to accompany young Virgins, and if age 

permit, to be Married, or receive great Honor and Friendship from Women; it shewes, the 

Native may expect good Trading, or the Merchant good Returnes; it imports to a 

Magistrate that hath this direction, the love of all people, and the well acceptance of his 

endeavours by his Prince, and promises him Preferment. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¤. 

It procureth the love of Women towards the Native, and is an argument of his obtaining 

or aquiring new Houses, Household-stuffe, new Garments, of enjoying much Pleasure and 

content in all his worldly affaires, it produces the good will of the common people and 

favour of all manner of persons; it bestoweth or conferres on the Native no small Fortune, 

prosperous Health, safety to his Mother (if living) and to his Kindred, or Alliance; besides, 

many times it produceth Marriage, and within the Yeer a young Child; it blesseth the 

Native (by God’s permission) with what Felicity the Native, according to the capacity of his 

Birth may expect. 

 
To the Å or Ã of ¤. 

This is ever full of scandal and ignominy, and detracts from the Native his Fame and 

Honour, by meanes of Women, and stirres up Strife, Hatred and Contentions against him; 

the Native subject to be deluded by Women, to wooe many, and to be rejected by most or 

all, Women putting tricks upon the Native, scorning and deriding him, who will be jealous 

of his Mistresse upon every slight occasion: In a King’s or Princes Nativity,  
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it imports scandal by keeping a Concubine, &c. It shewes death many times unto the 

Mother or Wife, and an unquiet and uncheerfull life with his Wife; many times Divorce, 

Jealousies, and great Discontents, sale or losse of much Estate, or many costly Jewels. I 

have knowne some Mrry upon the Ã of medium-coeli to ¤, but they never lived long 

together, but were separated speedily; besides, the act was rash, and both parties 

repented it presently, and usually they had been of acquaintance formerly, &c. 

 
Medium-coeli to the Termes of ¤. 

It argues Joy, Pleasure, delightfull Conversation with Women, and that he shall easily 

attaine what he desires of them; it imports the Native to passé the whole time of this 

Direction with Pleasure and sufficient Content. 

 
Medium-Coeli to the Body of £. 

This Direction fortunates the Native in dispatching of his generall Business, gives 

Preferment and Honour by Learning, Writing, Numbers, Accompts, Astronomy, Astrology, 

Geomitry, causeth the Native to behighly esteemed for his Industry and Winsome; and it 

portends no small advance of the Native’s Patrimony and Fortune; the Direction renders 

the Native active, full of Businesse, dealing for himselfe and others; but as £ is mutable, 

so many times this Direction doth as suddenly by some scandal, lye or misinformation, 

deject the Native, and discredit him: Many times upon this Direction, Youths come to be 

Apprentices, or a Master first sets up his Trade, or a Scholler takes his Degrees. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of £. 

It advanceth the Native in the study of Learning, inclines him to be wholly conversant in 

Books, to speak well learne Languages, and Write; it imports good successe in his 

affaires, in Commerce, Merchandizes, &c. it promiseth much good conversation with 

Bookmen, and fortunates him in Journeys and Travels, and in the Offices the Native 

enjoyes, and is the fore-runner of some Message and Embassage to be performed by the 

Native, where there is a capacity, or he a Courtier; as to a  
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Secretary, Scrivener or Clerk, it shewes multiplicity of Writing, much Profit thereby, &c. 

The Native inclinable to learne many Arts, or deale in many things or Commodities he did 

not before: many Travell upon either of these Directions, or are sundry wayes employed 

upon Merchandizes, Factories, or are made Counsels or Agents, &c. 

 
To the Å or Ã of £. 

It portends unto the Native a most difficult and ambiguous time, oppressed and 

tormented with and by Mercuriall men, witty and learned, who shall giv occasion of trouble 

and disquietnesse unto the Native, misinterpreting his actions with severall By-reports; it 

shewes many times heavy Law-suits, unjust Sentences; and unto Schollers, the not-

obtaining of such Offices or Degrees in Learning, as are desired, or missing a Church-

Benefice; it involves the Native in come ungodly designe, and occasions his losse of 

Preferment; it raiseth many faigned and untrue Reports against the Native, much abused 

by Letters and sinister Informations, false Witnesses and Accompts, and unjust sentences, 

or partiall dealing of Judges, either spirituall or temporall. 

 
To the Termes of £. 

It stirs up the spirit of the Native to study, and shewes he shall have good successe in 

learning, or in exercising his Profession or Magistery; it begets an inclination in the Natie to 

be active, solicitious, and to follow the course of life God hath put him into, with great 

earnestnesse of thriving and encreasing his Fortune. 

 
Medium-Coeli to the body of the  ¡. 

Argues an unquiet and busie time, afflicted with variety of matter and action both in 

Body and Mind; a troublesome and quesie time, now well, now ill, full of Businesse; 

sometimes getting, otherwhiles losing: if the ¡ be well and essentially dignified, it imports 

Marraige, or strict Friendship with a Woman; if in the Radix the ¡ signified Honour, Office, 

Preferment, &c. it now comes to passé: the Native hath inclinations to travell, to shew 

himself in a more publick way then formerly, and where 
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the ¡ in the Radix is well dignified, it certainly expresseth in Mechanicals, great Custome 

and Trade; in men otherwise qualified, Preferment, Office, Dignity, &c. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of the ¡. 

It gives increase of fortune, estimation and honour from the people more then usuall; 

large gifts and donations from some noble Lady; the Native prospers in his Offices, 

Commands and imployments; shall marry some woman or other, faire or foule, rich or 

poore, according to her well or ill fortification in the Radix; it argues some journey beyond 

Sea, and publique commands in the Common-wealth, and usually affords the Native such 

esteeme and reputation, as he by birth or place is capable of. 

 
To the Å or Ã of ¡. 

It produces the disesteeme of the Commonalty, thwartings contentions on the behalf of 

Women; the losse of Honour, estate and dignity, much expence of his estate by prodigall 

and vaine expense, by whoredome, and base unworthy women; and it threatens Death or 

great danger either unto his Mother (if living) or to his Wife; if married; if not, then an 

absolute breach betwixt him and Mistris or friend: it produceth the sentence of some 

eminent Magistrate, Judge or other worthy Person against him: the quality of the Signe the 

¡ is in, shewes the durability of the evill, the greatnesse of it is increased by the strength 

of the Promittor in the Radix, and the ¡ in the figure of the Revolution, or return of the ¢ to 

his place. 

 
Medium-coeli to the eleventh

 
house. 

It begets unto the Native new friends, and they not obscure, partly of Joviall condition, 

if he either behold the cusp of the house, or is posited therein: Veneriall Friends, if ¤ doe 

the same, Kings and Princes, if ¢ illustrate that house, it shewes additament of Friendship 

however, and good thereby. 

 
Medium-coeli to the twelft

 
house. 

Let the Native beware of secret Enemies, Imprisonment, Banishment,  
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and of losse by or from Four-footed Beasts, viz. Horses, Oxen, &c. the mid-heaven is 

rarely directed to the horoscope, but then it pointeth out Honours, Praise, and high 

Estimation. 

 
 

 
 
 

CHAPTER CLXI . 
The Mid-heaven Directed to F I X E D  S T A R R E S . 

To the Goat, in 16.33. “; 

and the heart of the Scorpion, in 4.30 ™. 

The Native is like to enjoy much society either with Souldiers of Religious, or both; their 

Acquaintance may produce him Honour, but little Profit; for he will waste much Money in 

the exercise of Armes, and be very inclinable there unto; whereuon he is like to have 

Military command by, or from Joviall or religious persons, or he may have authority or 

preferment at Sea amongst Saylors, and therefore much envied: these Preferments which 

come by the influence of the fixed Starres alone, doe seldome continue without a sudden 

change. 

 
To the right shoulder of Orion, ut supra. 

Wholly inclined and taken up in Maritall affaires, with so great art, judgment and 

dexterity of Conception, that he will find out many admirable Stratagems; by meanes 

whereof, he doth rise to an high esteem amongst Souldiers and witty men, and therein 

shall have the chiefest praise; it inclines the Ntive to frame rare Engines for War; as also, 

for any other matter. 

 
To the Buls eye, in 4.39. “. 

It converts the Native’s hard fortune into better, and contributes largely for the Native’s 

advantage, by meanes of Souldiers and Women: it inclines the Native to ingenious 

Practises, whereby he procures unto himselfe Preferment and Wealth. 

 
To the left shoulder of Orion, in 15.40. “. 

It produceth many Calamities and Wranglings, he shall fall into  
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the Hate and cunning snares of his Adversaries, and unlesse he handle his affaires wisely, 

will be in danger of imprisonment, by the accusations and sinister aspects of Secretaries, 

Atturneys, &c. receive Punishment and Infamy for forging or counterfeiting Writings, or 

clipping Coyne, or by meanes of false and dissembling, suggested Witnesses, or sinister 

Informations. 

 
To Rigel, or the left foot of Orioin, in 11.34. “. 

By command of some grave Prince, the Native is instituted the Leader of Conductor of 

an Army, or of Souldiers, his Manners become sharp, angry or testy, fearlesse, imperious, 

magnanimous, it may afford him (if not capable of Warfare) preferment from the Church, 

very gainfull, which notwithstanding will much more crush and weary his Body with the 

infinite toyle and labour therof; so that it denotes his Honour or Command to be 

burthensome, and not worth acceptance. 

 
To Canopus in 8.48. ”; or to the doubling of the taile 

of the Goat, in 18.32 ›. 
It promiseth, by procurement of some ancient Clergy-man or Gentleman, ample Dignity 

or Authority, with very great applause, glory and game, aboundance of Wealth, & c. 

 
To the Lyons heart, in 24. •; greater Dog-star in 8.53. ”; 

Arcturus in 18. —. 
It insinuates a power over the people by authority of some great Prince, or an Office in 

the nature of a Treasurer, or Receiver of Customes, or a Governour of a Town, Fort ot 

castle; an Overseer or Director of Workman concerning the Conduct of Water, Conduit 

Pipes, or Surveyor of Works, Building, &c. In all which it's probable the Native encreaseth 

his Estate and augments his Reputation: This Direction intends employment in 

aboundance from the Nobility and Gentry, or from eminent Persons, and the performance 

of what he undertakes with great honour and fame. 

 
To the Virgins Spike, in 18. —. 

Unexpectedly Honour or Preferment is conferred on the Native beyond his hopes or 

capacity, and many times it affords power  
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of life and death over others: most Astrologians doe hold the mid-heaven directed to the 

Virgins Spike, to signifie Church preferment; but it must act according to the Birth or 

capacity of the Native, and somewhat it will effect, even amongst vulgar persons, viz. in 

that yeer a Clowne shall get much by taking the Tyth of the Parson. 

 
To the Pleiades, in 24.20 ’. 

It violently thrusts the Native into troublesome, pernicious and dangerous Businesse, 

Wranglings and Controversies, occasioned by Women; it occasions sudden and 

unexpected Quarrels and rash Actions; sometimes Murders or Stabs, Imprisionment, & c. 

It doth also portend in some Genitures sudden preferment, but an unlucky end thereof: 

This is to be understood, where in the Radix the Nativity is unfortunate. 

 
To the head of Algol, in 20. ’. 

It perplexes and casts the Native into extreame danger by reason of murder, man-

slaughter, or the sudden death of some one or other, the Native being either author or 

assistant, it endangers his Head: if other Directions concurre in good, it gives the Native 

power of putting others to death; but I ever found it an ill Direction, even in mean mens 

Genitures. 

 
 

 
 

CHAPTER CLXII. 
The Sunne directed directed to P R O M I T T O R S . 

He is principally directed, that as he is the Author and Sinificator of Vital Power, and 

hath principall soveraignty amongst the Planets; so from him we require judgment of the 

prosperous health or adverse of the Native, of his Dignities, pulique preferments, favour of 

eminent Persons; of the estimation and honour of the Native; well being of his Father, &c. 

 
To the Â of §. 

It portends to the Native many difficulties, and an infirmity and an infirmity 
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of sicknesse in the body; imbecility or weaknesse of the heart, paine in the Belly, 

Melancholique alterations, a quartin Ague, Chronicke diseases, an excesse or the body 

overcharged with blacke colour, the winde Chollicke, diseases or griefes in the head; 

sicknesse unto the Natives Father, if he be living; infirmenesse or cold Rhumes, or a 

weaknesse in the Natives eyes, especially of the right eye, or hurt therein by some blow or 

fall. It provokes the indignation of a Saturnine Prince or Nobleman, or a man of quality 

indued with Saturnine conditions against the Native, who shall much envie and crosse the 

Native, shall detract from his reputation and fortune; whereupon the Native will be afflicted 

with sad and heavy thoughts, or much troubled at it; he shall undergoe dangers in his 

Travels, as well by Land as by Sea. And verily this Direction seldome comes without 

aboundance of Melancholly, or many spleneticke Diseases attending it. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of §. 

Some markes of honour from an aged Gentleman, Commander or Magistrate; 

preferred before many others, moderating his affaires prosperously, obtaining wealth and 

glory. it inclines the native to gravity, severity; it imports much wealth obtained by Country 

Commodities, Husbandry, Architecture and some casuall inheritance. 

 
To the Å or Ã of §. 

A most fearfull Disease, weaknesse in the Eyes, a violent fall from some Horse or 

Building; great destruction of his private Fortune, rob'd, cozened, deceived by the servants 

he keeps, and Husbandmen he deales withall; his Tenant and he fall at odds, destruction 

of his Fame, and losse of good Name, Honour and Preferment; if the Native be a 

Merchant, he will have losse at Sea, his Ships woll suffer shipwracks, or be made 

unserviceable in leaks, received by impetuous Winds and Stormes: It destroys or 

separates the Native's Parents, viz. a small Direction in the Father's Nativity happening 

when the ¢ comes in the Native's unto an Ã or Å, kills him: It adviseth the Tradesman to 

trust little; it adviseth Kings to doe Justice; it is the fore-runner of Mutinies and 

commotions, consumption of their Treasure;  
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it is a sure sign of Envy and malice against the native, &c. 

 

To the Termes of §. 
It imports sorrow, the envy of Neighbours, the hatred of many men; Sicknesse 

proceeding form a cold cause; losse in esteem of the world, and decay in Estate; if he be a 

Husbandman, losse in Cattle and Tillage, &c. 

 
¢ to the Â of  ¦. 

This Direction imports an healthfull Body, quietnesse of Mind, a plentifull enjoyment of 

the goods of Fortune; and encrease of Preferment, Honour, Office, Dignity, &c. according 

to the capacity of the Native, Ecclesiasticall honour, or Preferment in Judicature by the 

Law, which the Native shall receive from an eminent Prince, or Person of quality; he will be 

in good esteem amongst Kings, Persons of great Estate and Fortune, Lawyers civill and 

common, &c. as to a King, it imports the renovation of Treaties, Peace and Tranqillity 

amongst their Subjects, a King doing justice, a People willing to obey their Prince: it 

imparts an high Clergy. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of  ¦. 

This Direction conferres on the Native solidity of judgment in acting his afaires and 

designes, Honour and Fame for him by managing of them, so that he shall be the principall 

Officer or Parson of some great Man or other, shall receive ample gratuities from such 

persons as are his Betters; it produceth Office, Command, publick Trust, Church and Law 

Preferment, Profit and abundant encrease of worldly Estate thereby, even as it were 

miraculously; he shall mightly encrease his paternall Estate, and if capable have a Son, or 

much comfort from him upon that Direction: In Princes Nativities it acts, but by experience I 

know, it works but slenderly, if ¦ was not essentially fortified in the Radix; however, it 

preserves the Body, and gives hopes. 

 
To the Å or Ã of  ¦. 

Men given to Religion, common and civill Lawyers, or Secular men will be averse unto 

the Native, and impedite his occasions,  
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or will extreamely endeavor it; they will occasion the expence of his Estate, and put 

affronts and disgraces upon him; yet shall he recover his Estate and Reputation againe, 

and overcome the iniquity of his Enemies, if the Geniture be not wholly averse unto it; as 

to a Prince, it shewes a discontented Nobility and Gentry, a breach of Lawes and 

Privileges, and is an argument the Prince cares not for prefering the lawes, but is solicitous 

after his own ends.  

 
¢ to the Termes of ¦. 

It affordeth the Native a plentifull addition of Honour and Dignity, together with an 

ample encrease of Fortune, the Native is much beloved, overcomes his Adversaries, 

enjoyes his Health and quiet of Mind; and if he be in yeers, it inclines him unto Sobriety 

and goodenesse more then of many yeers before, to be termperate, quiet and mild, &c. 

 
¢ to the Body of  ¥. 

This Direction loads the Body with many Infirmities, afflicts it with excesse of Choler, 

with sharp acute Feavers, most bitter paines of Head ach, viciates the sight of the Eyes 

with Dulnesse or other casulties, deformes the Face with Wounds or Scars, and the rest of 

the Body with Iron, Fire, or hot, scalding Water; it designes the Native to be inconstant and 

variable in his Councels, cogitations and Actions, and that he shall meet with many labours 

and difficulties by reason of wicked, pernitious Persons or Malefactors; his Enemies will 

domineer over him; the Native shall easily fall into the hatred and frowns of Kings and 

great men, and he oucht to be carefull of receiving prejudice or hurt by the biting of a mad 

Dog, or kick of a Horse or some other fourfooted Creature: it's good in this yeer he avoyd 

Souldiers: unto a Martiall Nativity it gives Preferment: it bids Kings beware of Poyson and 

Trechery, when a violent death is signified, it shewes, the time or occasion thereof is at 

hand; in moyst Signes, it's sure signe of the Bloody Flux. 

 
¢ to the Æ or Ä of  ¥. 

It promiseth the friendship and society of Souldiers, or men Martially  
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affected, whether Nobles or otherwayes; and it portends Preferment to some place of 

command in the Warre; it inclines to beare Armes, to ride Horses, and more then formerly, 

inclines to the exercise of Military Weapons, and it shewes the Native full of courage and 

mettle, gives him a generous and magnanimous Disposition; it invests him with some 

Honour, Reputation and Fame by the meanes of the patronage of some King, Captaine, 

Commander of an Army, or the like; or the Native performes some worthy Act of Warre, to 

his extreame Honour and Renowne: it argues a Journey, and much trotting and trudging 

from one place unto another. 

 
¢ to the Å or Ã of  ¥. 

It threatens the Native with a sharp, acute Disease, Weaknesse, or a Disease in the 

Eyes, either Blindnesse or Waterishnesse, or as we usually say, Blood-shooting, cruell 

Wounds in the Body, the Life in danger by Fire, Iron or the sudden Blow of some devillish 

Engine.  

The native hath no successe in his Councels or Action, all Matters and Affaires goe 

crosse and evill with him; let Native therefore begin no new Work, for he will produce little 

or nothing to perfection upon this or the like Direction; he is subject to robbing upon High-

wayes, to have his good name guestioned; it portends death, if it happen in a 

Climactericall yeer, and upon the Ã, and ¥ be Anareta, and ¢ Hyleg; it notes a Calenture, 

Madnesse, deprivation of the Senses, high Feavers. 

 
¢ to the Termes of  ¥. 

Discommodity in his course of Life, in his Consults and Negotiations great 

contradictions; many times violent Feavers; no event proves successful undertaken by 

the Native: it admonisheth the Native to have great Caution in his Affaires, and to 

beware of rash Actions, unto which he will be to inclinable. 

 
¢ to the Â of  ¤. 

This progression of the ¢ to the Body of ¤, stirres up the Native to Musick, Playes, 

Merriments, Banquets, and all manner of Venerian pleasures; the Native plyes the love of 

Women, and  
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is wholly conversant in Wooing, Wiving, or dealing with or concerning Women; an apt time 

for Mrriage; it imports a happy Matrimony for Wealth and Honesty, if ¤ be radically strong; 

the Body healthfull, all things succeed well: in Tradesmens Nativities, it portends encrease 

of Estate and good Estimation: In Kings Nativities, it argues comfort by or from their 

Children, the Marriage of some of them, &c. when ¤ is wholly in the Radix peregrine, it 

stirres up to unlawfull affection. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of ¤. 

It imports the Native to obtaine a good name, and much Reputation, or fome more then 

vulgar advance, or an Office, Dignity or Preferment, from whence he shall acquire great 

store of Wealth, and be highly esteemed of all manner of Women and eminent persons, 

and indeed of all, or the generallity of people, according unto the Stock or condition if the 

Family from whence he is derived, or the Place he enjoyes in the Common-wealth; he 

shall performe all his Affaires with much facility, and obtaine all his just desires with much 

love and content; it is usuall for the ¢ to the Æ or Ä of ¤ to import Marriage, where none 

is before, or the Native to have a Son or Daughter borne upon this Direction; it declares 

the Native to live very pleasantly, to take little care, and shewes his codition of life to be 

good. 

  

To the Å or Ã of  ¤. 
A barren time, no hopes of Issue in that yeer, much difficulty to obtaine a Wife, many 

differences arising to retard it; the Native impudent and bold in his wantonnesse and Lust, 

wholly occupied in scurvy and sordid actions, whereby he incurres great Infamy, Scandall 

and Disgrace: it's very rare the ¢ meets with an Ã of ¤, because she cannot be elongated 

more from him, then 48.degrees, I meane in motion; unlesse the Native may live eighty 

yeer, there can be no such Direction as the ¢ to the Ã of ¤, therefore what if spoken must 

be understood of the ¢ to the Å of ¤. 

 
¢ to the Termes of ¤. 

It incites the Native to Dancing, Gaming, Pastimes, gives concord  
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betwixt him and his Parents; wholly delighted in Things moving Delight, and in Women: It 

hardly produceth a Marriage to effect, unlesse ¤ be Significatrix of the Wife in the Radix, 

and also, that in the Profectionall figure the Signe of the seventh ascend, or that ¤ in the 

Revolution be in the seventh, in some good aspect with ¦, or Lord of the ascendant. 

 
¢ to the Â of £. 

It implies store of Businessee, apt and inclinable to Merchandizing, propense to good 

Letters, and thereby both encrease and waste of Substance, magnified or esteemed for 

his Learning by many people, involved in some contentions or literated Conflicts, 

employed upon some Embassage or message; in danger of Prejudice by false Witnesse, 

and of Theeves, if he doe travell, as this Direction usually gives inclination thereunto, 

although with losse of Patrimony or damage therein: many Lawsuits, many Controversies; 

if £ in the Radix signifie Preferment, upon this Direction the Native may expect it: Many 

times it describes the Native's Fancy, and makes him convertible to many severall Studies, 

and continues him constant in no one. 

 
To the Æ or Ä of £. 

Full of Businesse, never quiet, employed upon every Occasion, and solicited by every 

one, without any great successe therein; Ecclesiasticall or School preferment; it poduceth 

in the Native admirable Conceptions, the Native is much busied in Writing, in Accompts, in 

buying Books, in buying or selling such things as belong to his Profession. 

 
To the Å or Ã of £. 

This stirres up many Accusations and Criminations against the Native, as 

counterfeiting some Writings, or guilty of such abusive Actions; denying falsly what may be 

legally proved, whereupon much Infamy fals upon the Natives discredit either by not 

paying Moneys, or by forgery, or counterfeiting or clipping Moneys; the Mind extremely 

afflicted, and losse of Office, if it be in bawdy Courts, or Spirituall; an aversenesse 
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to Study; oppressed with Clamours, and variety of unjust Asperions. 

How the ¢ can come to the Ã of £, I confesse my selfe ignorant, unlesse men live 

almost one hundred yeers or more. 

 
¢ To the Termes of £. 

Inclinable to study, to witty inventions, to exercise Merchandise, or to follow his 

vocation cheerfully; a delight in Architecture, the Mathematicks, in many rarities, &c. 

 
¢ to the body of  ¡. 

This Direction impaires the health, brings along with it a phlegmaticke alteration of the 

body and humours, not without disturbance of the head and stomacke with paine and 

extreame griefe; it duls the eye-sight, and makes blinde, if the Nativity in generall 

portended such a thing; given to rapine, theft, to travell, waste of substance by his 

unconstant courses: if ¡ be well dignified, it may give a preferment or Office; it notes 

Marriage, but usually if upon this Direction he marries, she proves Masterfull, arrogant, of 

a proud spirit, and who will be very imperious over the Native; it notes travell or a journey 

to be undertaken by him, &c. 

 
¢ to the Æ or Ä of  ¡. 

It makes the Native famously knowne unto Kings and persons of great ranke and 

quality; it produces their favour and friendship; the Native performes their imployments 

with honour and profit, shall undertake necessary and honourable journies; shall marry a 

rich wife, or be busie in such matters as concernes wives and women; shall increase the 

number of his friends. In a Courtiers Nativity or a Noblemans, it argues the Native to be 

some Embassadour or Commissioner imployed by his Prince into foraign parts. 

 
¢ to the Å or Ã of  ¡. 

Many powerfull men are provoked against the Native, afflicting him with many things; 

he is unhappy in his travels, a various sloting time, losing his Estate, thriving little. It 

seperates the Parents, as also man and wife, or raises many wranglings  
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betwixt them: inclines the Native to idle drunken couses, or equivalent unto them; 

dangerous infirmities in the eyes, and sicknesse in the other parts of the body. The Native 

inclines to accompany loose Women; it produces the small-Pox, Measels, Wormes, &c. 

and many times sore-eyes, and a violent Feaver. 

 
¢ to «. 

It shewes the Native shall be acceptable to Princes, by whose meanse and assistance 

he shall be promoted to severall places of trust in the Common-wealth. Where Princes or 

Kings are not, or the native uncapable, understand it of Nobles, Gentry, or any man in 

Authority, or living in a condition above the Native. 

 
¢ to Á. 

Á is adverse to the Natives reputation, and threatens the overthrow of his Estate; 

griefe and pains in his eyes, but most in his right eye; a melancholy or phlegmatick 

disease or Feaver proceeding from either of those humours; danger of Poyson; many 

obstruction in the body; any other ill direction concurring, it incites a most pestilent Feaver. 

 
¢ to °. 

It declares a thriving yeer, by reason and meanes of the gifts or Donations of persons 

of honour, or of such as live in a ranke or quality above the Native. 

 
¢ to the  first House. 

The Natives private enemies shall be reconciled unto him, servants shall be more 

obedient, and he more delighted in the care of household affaires and great Cattle; but let 

him beware or unruly Cattle. 

 
¢ to the second House. 

Many expences to good pupose; and if the Fortunes be there, he augments his private 

Fortune.  

 
¢ to the third House. 

The Native makes many petty journies to see friends, Brethren, Sisters, Kinfolkes.  
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¢ to the fourth House. 
If the Fortunes aspect the Cusp of the fourth, the Native doth discover some hidden 

treasures, and is much delighted iwth Buildings, and in manuring Fields, Grounds, &c. but 

if § casts his Å or Ã to the House, it portends losse by Servants who are his Tenants or 

Clownes, by fire, by enemies; and the Father of the Native, if living, will be taken with 

some sharpe Feaver, and so will the Native also. 

 
¢ to the fift House. 

It promiseth good to his Children, and delight in them; the Native inclines to dalliance 

with Women, to feast and sport: if an Infortunate aspect the cusp, it works the contrary. 

 
¢ to the sixt House. 

Gaine by dealing in small Cattle, and the encrease of them; good by Servants; 

sicknesse unto himself and Father.  

 
¢ to the seventh House. 

The ¢ directed to the cuspe of the seventh house, denouceth unto the Native a 

grievous sicknesse, and that he shall overcome his publique enemies, and shall either 

celebrate Marriage himselfe, or procure others to Marry. 

 
¢ to the eighth House. 

The Native will be conversant about his Wives portion, and perplexed concerning 

Inheritances, fearfull of his own death, and grieved for his Fathers. 

 
¢ to the ninth House. 

The Native undertakes a long journey, to see fashions abroad in the world; if the Signe 

of the ninth be watry, he goeth his Journey by water; if a malevolent Planet afflict the 

cuspe of the house, he will be in danger by shipwracke or Pirates; a good Jouney if 

Fortunes have aspect to the cuspe of the ninth. 

 
¢ to the tenth House. 

Honorable imployments from the King or Magistrate above the condition of his birth; 

yet if the cuspe of the tenth be unfortunate,  
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it threatens imprisonment or exile by command of his Prince or superiour. 

 

¢ to the eleventh House. 
It designes him many eminent Friends, Much esteeme by Courtiers, and the Minions of 

Kings, the Native thrives thereby. 

 
¢ to the twelft House. 

It provokes many unjust Enemies, who will be displeased against the Native, he shall 

be privately maligned and evill spoken of by many, detracting from his Estimation, will be 

in danger of Imprisonment, yet shall he thrive by Horses, Oxen, &c.  

 

 
 


